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conclusion that galaxies in the universe are moving away from each

other at a -m*- tremendously rapid rate. And the heavens are such

--God didn't give us the chapter on astronomy to explain a great discovery
in He uses a which

that we made 't--the 20th century , but oc phrase repeatedly/would suggest

it, and when the scientists discovered it, it i s already suggested there in

the Bible. Of course our interest is not directly in natural science but in

doctkrlne but in doctrine the same thing is true, the trinity is definitely suggested

the ---there are definite passages which k have the Old Testament ... you

can't make any sense out of it, it just doe- doesn't understand. and

...we wee- see how exactly it fits ... and with the doctrine... We must

hurry on. That wx was A under nine, B is the claims of textual criticism

--I see I better eenv4ne- confine this to not over two minutes. The plea of

textual criticism. I was advised that everyone learned to know the meaning

of the simple textual criticism. Our text va14-eu-s- veries much more than the

old. .. Our text varies much more than the &e-.-- Old. ac A vital differente

in the Massoretic text, between the Quere and the Kethib. That is the mcs t

... and we must kncw a little about the ... whether there are a number of manus

cripts that differ on some point or whether there are a number of versions

s--now the K4ttle-1e- Kittel has some 9C notes which can be tremendously c useful

in this direction, but .... give us thwhat the editors think ught- ought to fit

instead of what they might ". . or in the " . and therefore the footnotes , if they

are going to be of any value to you, you have todx learn the . . . because you

know that . . well, k there are certain manuscripts that have this.. and so

a little knowledge oftextual criticism will keep you from building too much

on a verse that evidences a variation in transmixssion, it
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